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a business imperative
Forging partnerships, Fostering growth
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Keep the threads
strong
Morgen Witzel

B SINESS
NUSUAL

AIMA BusinessUnusual Series is a set of one-day
programmes conducted digitally and will focus on
providing mentorship and guidance from experts to help
enterprises revitalise their operations and realign their
business models as per the new normal.
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Participation Fee (per team)*
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18% GST will be charged extra
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report is submitted.

Regional Rounds (Online)
East Region
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South Region 20 - 21 August, 2020

Eligibility Criteria
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FINALE

Delhi

North Region 24 - 25 August, 2020 4 September, 2020
West Region 27 - 28 August, 2020

A three member team of executives less then 35 years of age (as on January 1,
2019) is eligible to participate. The team should be from an organisation
only. Organisations are also free to nominate as many teams as they wish.
Each team will be require to send the mandatory non-refundable entry fee,
alongwith the registration form. The fees should be sent by a crossed demand
draft/cheque in favour of All India Management Association, New Delhi and
is payable in advance (at least 10 days ahead of the competition).

Kindly contact for more details and submission of registration forms to: Ms Poonam Rawat, Manager-CMD
ALL INDIA MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION : Management House, 14, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003
Tel: +91 11 24608510 (D), 2464 5100, 4312 8100 Ext.: 241, M. : +91 9818381229, E-mail : prawat@aima.in, Web : http://www.aima.in
Online registration also available please visit www.aima.in
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CAPITALISING ON SHIFT TO ONLINE
Saturday, 20 June, 2020

- TV Mohandas Pai
Chairman, Manipal Global Education Services
- Solomon Darwin
Executive Director, Garwood Center Corporate Innovation,
Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley
- CP Gurnani
CEO and Managing Director, Tech Mahindra
- D Shivakumar
Group Executive President - Corporate Strategy and Business,
Aditya Birla Group
- Deep Kalra
Founder and Group Executive Chairman, MakeMyTrip Limited

- D Shivakumar
Group Executive President - Corporate Strategy and Business,
Aditya Birla Group
- Sunil Lulla
Chief Executive Officer, BARC India
- Mohit Kapoor
Vice President, Group Alliances & Mentor, JioGenNext, Reliance Jio
- Sukhleen Aneja
CMO & Marketing Director, Hygiene home for South Asia,
Reckitt Benckiser
- Anusha Shetty
Chairperson and CEO, Grey Group, India

BUILDING BUSINESS RESILIENCE
MANAGING THE NEW NORMAL

AUTOMATION FOR BUSINESS
CONTINUITY AND GROWTH

Saturday, 13 June, 2020

Saturday, 27 June, 2020

- Pramod Bhasin
Founder, Genpact and Chairman, Clix Capital
- Sunil Kant Munjal
Chairman, Hero Enterprise
- Sanjeev Bikhchandani
Founder and Executive Vice-Chairman, Info Edge (India) Limited *
- Ganesh Natarajan
Chairman, 5F World
- Saurabh Mukherjea
Founder & Chief Investment Officer, Marcellus Investment Managers

- TV Mohandas Pai
Chairman, Manipal Global Education Services *
- Umakant Soni
Co-founder, AI foundry and Advisor & Founding Partner, pi Ventures
- Pulak Ghosh
IIMB Chair of Excellence & Professor, Decision Sciences &
Center of Public Policy, IIM-Bangalore
- Pulkit Gaur
Founder & CTO, Gridbots Technologies

SHOCK PROOFING SUPPLY CHAINS
Saturday, 04 July, 2020

- CK Ranganathan
Chairman & Managing Director, CavinKare Pvt Ltd
- Vipul Parekh
Co-Founder, Bigbasket.com *
- RS Sodhi
Managing Director, GCMMF Ltd (AMUL) *
- Vineet Agarwal
Managing Director, Transport Corporation of India Ltd

HR LEADERSHIP: TRANSFORMING WORK,
WORKPLACE AND WORKFORCE
Saturday, 11 July, 2020

- Rajeev Dubey
Former Group President (HR & Corporate Services) &.
CEO (After-Market Sector), Member of the
Group Executive Board, Mahindra & Mahindra
- S Y Siddiqui
Executive Advisor, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd
- P Dwarakanath
Chairman, GSK Consumer Healthcare Ltd
- Sudhakar Ambati
Head-Human Capital & CSR, Dabur India Ltd
* Confirmation awaited

PARTICIPATION FEE
• INR 25,000+ GST per participant per programme - 1 to 4 nominations
• INR 22,500+ GST per participant per programme - 5 to 8 nominations
• INR 20,000+ GST per participant per programme - 9 or more
nominations
• Early Bird Discount of INR 3,000 per participant for registrations
received along with fee till 25th May 2020
Vikas Sharma
Mobile: +91 9999678297
Email: vikas@aima.in

Shilpi Gupta
Mobile: +91 8470807788
Email: shilpi@aima.in

• Plus 18% GST, GST No. AAATA 1644 AST001, PAN No. AAATA 1644 A
• Group discounts can be availed on nominations from an organisation over multiple programmes under the series
• The programme would be conducted digitally on a secured platform meeting the security measures as suggested by CERTIN and MHA Advisories
• Registrations are confirmed upon receipt of payment only
• Log-in details for joining the programme will be shared with the participant(s) only after the receipt of the participation fee
• VAT will be charged where applicable
• Bank or any other charges will be extra on remittances
• All India Management Association (AIMA) reserves the right to postpone events or amend the programme if necessary
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Management House, 14, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003
Tel: 011- 2460 8524 / 24608511 / 43128100, Website: www.aima.in
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Growing Business Should Now
Be The Tendency In The Competition
29th National Management Games (NMG - 2020)
About National Management Games (NMG)
NMG is a unique platform for Corporate Managers to experience the thrill of Managing Business in competitive mode. It is one of the most awaited
and prestigious annual event based on Business Management Simulation, organised by AIMA. The participants get exposed to the intricacies of
running a company with focus on resource management, market trends, cost analysis, product positioning, production planning, inventory control
etc.

Standard Slab - Participation Fee

Premium Slab - Participation Fee (With Extra Training)

NO. OF TEAMS

AIMA/LMA MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS

NO. OF TEAMS

AIMA/LMA MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS

1 – 3 Teams

` 32,000 per team

` 35,000 per team
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4 – 6 Teams
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• For online registration, please visit http://simulation.aima.in

Dates and Regions
All regional rounds will be conducted online
REGIONS

ROUNDS

DATES

Western Round (Online)

Training Round, Prelim Round, Regional Final

23 June – 26 June

Eastern Round (Online)

Training Round, Prelim Round, Regional Final

30 June – 3 July

Southern Round (Online)

Training Round, Prelim Round, Regional Final

14 July – 17 July

Northern Round (Online)

Training Round
20 July

Prelim Round 1

21 July – 22 July

Prelim Round 2

23 July – 24 July

Prelim Round 3

Northern Regional Final

27 July – 28 July
29 July

Grand Finale : 4 August, 2020
Ravi Jangra, Deputy Director
Mini Khurana, Manager
M. 9811811231, E- rjangra@aima.in
M. 9811017582, E- mkhurana@aima.in
AIMA, Management House, 14, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003
D - (+91) 011 24608513, E- managementgames@aima.in, Website : http://simulation.aima.in
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A time to strengthen, not to abandon
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connected world was the great

consumption, and investment in just two

new promise for limitless business

months of isolation, and the portents for

growth at the start of the century.

the rest of the world are looking similarly

However, the network has also

grim. Everywhere, supply chains have been

ended up facilitating the spread of economic

interrupted, consumers and workers locked

contagions. It has transmitted crises of

out, cash flows broken, and investors scared.

financial crash, natural calamities, political

The lesson for management is that one must

hatred, and killer diseases even as it has

factor in improbable and prolonged disruptions

spread wealth, technologies, and knowledge,

and build organisational capacity to

worldwide. Managements need to rethink their

work around such disruptions. It is worth

global strategies and risks.

paying a premium for insurance against

The coronavirus crisis has exposed
vulnerabilities of companies with global supply

Lean and just-in-time techniques have no

chains and markets. Amid viral fear, the

easy substitutes, but not having backups

clamour for shutting out foreigners has gotten

is a risk in itself. There have been just too

louder, as countries try to insulate themselves

many global disruptions in the past couple of

from the pandemic. With no end to the disease

decades to not provide for the improbable.

in sight and people changing their habits to

One response to the vulnerability of supply

cope, businesses built for a networked world

and sales networks has been to reduce

may not return to the old normal even after the

dependence on foreigners, and to produce

pandemic is contained.

and consume as much as possible at home.

The quest for lowest costs and highest

However, this is a corrective measure at best

growth assumes the world’s stability, or least

and not a growth strategy. Domestic production

duration of any disruption. This pandemic has

and markets exhaust their potential quickly and

challenged those assumptions by its scale,

make companies compete for favours for the

spread, and longevity. China has already

limited opportunities.

suffered a double-digit drop in production,
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improbable crises.
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The key to dealing with radical disruptions

is to invest for variability of conditions and

highlighted the importance of having online

instant adaptation. In a networked world,

business capability. With people forced to

companies must have alternative suppliers and

abstain from assembling and to work from

customers in mind. They have to look beyond

home, those companies with conventional

their best suppliers and customers, and invest

methods have struggled to both produce and

in relationships that can be turbo-charged

sell. Managements have to refit their operations

when the need arises. Managements must

for anytime, anywhere work to minimise

build systems for early warning of contagious

reliance on fixed location and meetings.

disruptions and ready responses.

Investing in cloud, software, devices, and skills

A crisis is not the best time to leave suppliers
or customers in the lurch. Even as companies
make necessary changes, they need to

would cost, but digitisation would reduce the
need for office infrastructure and travel.
However, remote work is more suited to

support their core suppliers and customers.

higher skilled and experienced workers.

Opportunism must be balanced with loyalty

Therefore, managements must intensify training

because what goes around comes around.

and mentoring of younger employees during

Production and distribution systems need

normal times. Also, putting data in the cloud for

to be optimised for flexibility. Being able to

remote access and transaction would require

repurpose assets quickly can be a big help.

digital security technologies and protocols,

Some firms have shown such flexibility during

which is a worthwhile investment considering

the ongoing coronavirus crisis. An alcoholic

the assurance it brings to the business.

drinks producer in China

The networked world
is under stress, but
the way forward is not
to retreat but to make
our connections more
resilient.

The networked world is under stress, but the

repurposed its bottling line from

way forward is not to retreat but to make our

liquor to sanitiser and a luxury

connections more resilient. Management’s next

perfume maker in France has

big challenge is to build global businesses that

also switched its production line

are flexible, modular, and substantially digital.

to making hand sanitisers.
The latest disruption has also

The opinion expressed is personal.
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Dear Readers,
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igital technology has definitely been a game-changer.
Its advent offered a massive boost to globalisation,
wrapping us all in an ever-connected, close-knit
world. And this has had an undeniable impact on
every facet of the economy, business, and society at large.
However, the past few years have seen the world grow
increasingly polarised, triggered by happenings in the sociopolitical sphere. Protectionist sentiments have led to the breach
of many an agreement, triggered trade wars, and even cast a
shadow on global warming discussions. These developments have
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robust connections.
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Connections matter,
always
There is no way businesses can prosper in these volatile times, let alone survive, without a
networked world.
Gary Peacock, Gordian Business
12
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Cover
story
VUCA merges four distinct types of challenges that
demand four distinct types of responses. - Nathan
Bennett and James Lemoine
Here are VUCA challenges and your suggested
responses.
Looking
backwards
Predictable,
stable

Illustration by Farzana Cooper

Certain

I

s a networked world the new paradigm
in management?
Some managers would say no,
nothing has changed in my business;
My answer is yes, we must have a
networked world. What makes me
say this?

Are you experiencing a VUCA world?
Many people toss around the term VUCA, they
think the world is more ‘complex’ because it
is VUCA. This is lazy thinking because each
element—Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity,
Ambiguous—affects different organisations to a
greater or lesser degree.

Simple

Looking
forwards
Volatile
(Unexpected
or rapid
change)

Your response

Include slack. Be
prepared, be agile:
stockpile inventory,
overbuy talent, use
financial options.
Invest in
Uncertain
information—
(Change is
collect, interpret,
possible but
and share it. Build
not certain)
skill in uncertainty,
eg, Bayes methods.
Develop specialists.
Complex
Match your own
(Many
connections or operations and
processes to mirror
many parts)
complexities.
Build networks of
organisations.

Unambiguous, Ambiguous Design safe-to-fail
experiments.
clear
(Uncertain
meaning;
uncertain cause
and effects)
Adapted from:
‘What VUCA Really Means for You’, Nathan Bennett and
G. James Lemoine, Harvard Business Review,
January-February 2014, p27
‘What a difference a word makes: Understanding threats to
performance in a VUCA world’, Nathan Bennett and
G James Lemoine, Business Horizons (2014) p57, 311-317

All life is an experiment. The more experiments you
make, the better. - Ralph Waldo Emerson
I suggest all responses would be more effective
by creating responses not from one organisation,
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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What situations are managers facing?
Another reason comes from assessing situations
managers face, now and in the future. To help
make sense of what to do in different situations,
in 1999 while working at IBM, Dave Snowden
devised this framework. Later published in

14

Harvard Business Review in 2007.
We can classify situations in four ways; each
situation needs a different approach and a
different way of leading your people. For years, I
considered this a useful but not too practical tool.
However, Ben Pronk, a former commanding
officer of Australia’s SAS regiment, changed my
perspective, when he revealed how he used this
tool to choose methods and leadership styles for
different practical situations.

Situation
Simple

Examples
Find lowest operating cost item to
purchase.

Manager’s job
Use fact-based management
One right answer exists.
Everyone can see cause and effect
relationships.
Use best practices and checklists.

Complicated

Finding an unconscious person and
diagnosing causes.
Diagnosing causes of an accident at
work.

Use fact-based management
More than one right answer exists.
Everyone cannot immediately see cause and
effect relationships.
Get multiple expert opinions.
Listen to conflicting advice.

Complex

Stopping coronavirus spreading.
Changing organisation culture.
Applying artificial intelligence in
your organisation.

Use pattern-based leadership
No one right answer exists because the
situation is unpredictable and changing.
Patterns will emerge; create experiments
that are safe to fail, and look for patterns
to emerge. For example, manage starting
conditions and monitor for emerging
patterns.
Encourage staff ideas and encourage
discussions to understand the situation.

Chaotic

Mass casualty incident like a terrorist
bomb or a large multiple vehicle
traffic accident.
Natural disasters, eg, flood,
earthquake, fire.

Use pattern-based leadership
High turbulence.
No clear cause-and-effect relationships, so
don’t look for one right answer.
Take immediate action. Look for what works
instead of seeking one right answer.
Many decisions to be made and no time to
think.
“Any action—is the first and only way to
respond.”
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Source: Adapted from Snowden and Boone, 2007

but from a network of organisations. So, that
is one reason a networked world is the new
paradigm in management.

Cover
story

How do four situations help you?
In a situation, ask:
Is there likely to be one best answer?

If yes, then you need to choose between ‘simple’ and
‘complicated’. Once you choose simple or complicated, your
action is clear.
Use fact-based management.
If no, then choose between ‘complex’ and ‘chaotic’.
Use pattern-based management.

How does Snowden help answer our question: Is a networked world the new paradigm in
management?
How is the mix of situations likely to change?
A personal view

Situations

Mix%		
Present Future

Variation

Comments

Simple
60
25
-35
Far more simple situations automated
Complicated
25
35
10
More choices and more methods of
				analysis
Complex
10
30
20
More connection (electronic and physical)
				
between individual and organisations
Chaotic
5
10
5
More diverse interests and more
				stakeholders
100
100
0
In the present, what mix of situations—simple,
complicated, complex, and chaotic—might we
expect to see?
Most situations managers face are still ‘simple’.
For example, which product has the lowest
operating cost? Only one right answer comes
from standard analysis.
Complicated situations are already getting
more common. As industries and products
mature, we must choose from a proliferation
of products and services. Many products and
services have small differences, so it is hard
to choose. Or we have to choose a standard,
like PC or Mac or like SAP or Oracle, for
our organisation. Once we choose a standard,
this choice is effectively irreversible because
our organisations will invest heavily in these

standards. These decisions are ‘complicated’.
More ‘complex’ situations will arise because
of connections. As we make more connections
(electronic and physical) between individuals,
organisations, and countries, these connections
make it harder to understand and predict
just what the system of connections will do.
So, when we make changes, we see more
unexpected consequences. These connections
(electronic and physical) create more situations
that are ‘complex’: when we make changes,
there is no single right answer.
In the present, we have a few ‘chaotic’
situations. I suggest this is likely to increase
slightly as we see more diverse interests
and more diverse stakeholders influencing
situations. For example, if we imagine each
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In the future, if the mix of
situations changes—fewer
‘simple’ situations and more
‘complex’ situations—then
one organisation cannot be
efficient and effective.

stakeholder brings, say,
four issues each with three
possible positions. So,
each stakeholder has 81
(3 x 3 x 3 x 3) possible
packages they could
consider. Imagine you have
10 stakeholders around a
table, each considering their
own 81 packages. What are your chances of
understanding the positions of all stakeholders?
What are your chances of finding a package
that all ten stakeholders can agree? That is one
reason we see some ‘chaotic’ situations.
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In the future, what mix of situations—simple,
complicated, complex, and chaotic—might we
expect to see?
We will see far fewer ‘simple’ situations because
sophisticated algorithms can already recognise
words, images, and voices and will simply take
over situations from humans. For example,
look at this link for the 10 best chatbots of
2020: https://www.consumersadvocate.org/
chatbots/a/best-chatbots, or download two
e-books from Gordian Business, What is Artificial
Intelligence and What is Human Intelligence in the
Age of Artificial Intelligence?
With continuing and increasing proliferation
(of similar products or irreversible choice of
standards), managers will experience more
‘complicated’ situations.
In the future, we will have many more
connections (electronic and physical) between
more organisations. Many connections will
be electronic as we see faster internet speeds
at home and office. Also, we will see faster
speeds with mobile devices. Many countries
are moving mobile devices from 4G to 5G,
which means more data at faster speeds. More
connections (electronic and physical) will create
more situations that are ‘complex’: when we
make changes, there is no single right answer
because of unexpected consequences.
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With increasing stakeholders and more
diverse stakeholders, I suggest we will see
more ‘chaotic’ situations because we cannot
understand all stakeholders who influence
situations. Earlier, we discussed the challenges
of understanding 10 stakeholders. How
about, if instead of 10 stakeholders, you have
20 stakeholders? Can you understand their
positions?
Also, due to global warming I forecast we will
experience more natural disasters.
In the past, ‘one organisation’ could be
efficient and effective
So, what does this mean for organisations? In
the past, managers faced many ‘simple’, ‘some
complicated’, and a few ‘complex’ and a few
‘chaotic’ situations. With mainly ‘simple’ and
‘complicated’ situations, managers can design
one organisation to efficiently manage these.
In the future, ‘one organisation’ can no longer
be efficient and effective
However, in the future, if the mix of situations
changes—fewer ‘simple’ situations and more
‘complex’ situations—then one organisation
cannot be efficient and effective. As soon as
we move to needing to manage fewer ‘simple’
situations and more ‘complex’ situations,
then one organisation cannot afford to have
all the different expertises. The most effective
and efficient solution is to have a network of
organisations so you can access the expertise
only when you need it.
So, if we return to the question: is a
networked world the new paradigm in
management? If you want to survive and
prosper in a more volatile, more uncertain,
more ‘complex’, more uncertain world:Yes.

It’s time to gift
yourself a good read.
As they say…
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Boundless
opportunities
A highly networked world eliminates barriers and drives positive outcomes for the various
stakeholders—it is like a close weave wherein every thread draws its strength from the others.
K Shankar, Feedback Business Consulting
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G

lobalisation is an
opportunity while a
networked world is a
compulsive ecosystem.
Globalisation is an
ambition while a
networked world is
a phenomenon that is brutally compelling
on nations, organisations, corporates, and
businesses alike. It is an undeniable truth
that allows for greater control on vision and
deliverables for every stakeholder.
In recent years, the only constant across
the board has been upheavals or disruption.
Changes have occurred at every level, from

the way supply is organised to the last point—
consumption of a product or service. New
paradigms of customer service, satisfaction, and
its measurements have been established. There
have been changes of gargantuan proportions in
the way basic tasks are carried out by individuals
and organisations. In an era of radical uncertainty
and changing business rules, a networked world
has pushed managers and management thinkers to
constantly innovate and shift their core thinking
from how business is conducted to how business
is conducted within an efficient networked
framework. This has made businesses complex
and the competitive edge even sharper. Scripting
a strategy is not done in isolation anymore.
Networked world opportunities are at the heart
of the thinking. Simply put, the digitisation of
information, embellished with consistent progress
in computing, automation, and communications,
has fundamentally changed how all networks—
people as well as technological—operate. This
change is having profound consequences for the
way work is done and value is created throughout
the economy.
In a networked world, everyone and everything
is expected to be connected. This accentuates
speed, precision, and perfection in service quality,
which allows for economic value in the loop
to behave very differently than it does in the
traditional world situation. Value is created and
benefits are directly passed on to the entire value
chain, across supply chain, and customers. The five
value pockets in the system are those that make a
difference to business results. Revisiting the gospel
truths of business is most critical for corporations
in a networked world:
 Money is made in sourcing and
from customers
It all begins with the corporation’s ability to get
the best product and service at the very best
price. After processing the raw products, the next
big value pot resides at the customer end. Most
economic value will be created at the ends of
networks. At the core—the end most distant from
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In an era of radical
uncertainty and changing
business rules, a networked
world has pushed managers
and management thinkers to
constantly innovate and
shift their core thinking.

users—generic, scaleintensive functions will
consolidate. In a networked
world, it is possible to
simultaneously achieve very
high economic efficiency at
both ends of the network
through efficient sourcing
and creating highly
customised connections
with customers spread across. Conventional
sales models that allowed for exclusive B2B
have moved to a B2B2C. Large, generic retail
platforms available across the globe have
made it possible. Alibaba is a great case in
point for sourcing and helping in efficient
customer reach. This trend pertains not only
to technological networks but to networks of
companies engaged in shared tasks
and even to the human networks that exist
within companies.
 Infrastructure optimisation eases
pressure on capital
In a classical world or in polarised
manufacturing and service, infrastructure
was generously distributed among different
machines, business units, and facilities.
Organisational strengths and synergies were
overlooked in favour of customer reach. In
a networked world, this paradigm has been
vanquished. A networked world allows for
shared infrastructure. This not only helps
in addressing low-cost, high-opportunity
adjacencies but also creates centres for
excellence in various activities. A networked
world allows for an organisation to seamlessly
identify common activities and leverage them
from any part of the world. WeWork is a case in
point. Sales organisations of global corporates
plug in and out of WeWork facilities easily
and focus on core activities of sales instead
of office administration. Similar examples
exist in manufacturing and other aspects of a
business that have decisively determined how
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common infrastructure allows for managing
costs efficiently. Shared infrastructure is
not only prevalent across computing datastorage functions but also in common
business functions, such as order processing,
warehousing and distribution, finance,
compliance, and customer service.
 Business models will increasingly
become modular to be effective
Interventions led by technology, software,
convergence devices, and shared platforms
are influencing organisational capabilities and
business processes in an interconnected world.
These will become increasingly modular and
lean in operations. Vagaries of businesses and
the disruptions thereof can be better addressed
through a modular approach. Aggregation
business was conceived primarily because
it could be delivered in a networked world
through a modular approach. It allowed for
asset-light businesses. Businesses began to focus
on the core at both ends through a modular
approach and delivered the best and most
uncompromising experience to customers.
Large government organisations have begun
adopting the modular approach to become
efficient. Governments have been able to track
Covid-19 cases and its traceability across
the world to improve their speed of response
because of a modular approach in a networked
situation. Organisations are increasingly opting
for a modular approach to be primarily welldeﬁned and self-contained. Modules can be
quickly and seamlessly connected with other
modules. Value will lie in creating modules that
can be plugged into as many different value
chains as possible. Companies and individuals
will want to distribute their capabilities as
broadly as possible rather than retain them as
proprietary assets.
 Focus on process and handshake points
is paramount
The ability to coordinate amongst modules and
maintaining their efficiency and uptime will

Cover
story
Good leaders decipher
the labyrinths of business
complexities to bring the
networked world into the
organisation as they make
their organisation part of it.
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become the most valuable
business skill. Streamlining
activities will define business
excellence. In a modular
model, a rich process and,
most importantly, a process
adherence mindset is critical
for business to succeed.
Process articulations,
along with appropriate plugins and delivery
definitions, will become the bedrock of an
organisation that deals with disruptions very
well. This also becomes the most important
attribute to function in a networked world. The
entire Industry 4.0 or digital manufacturing is
based on this. Without process thinking, IoT
will never succeed as a practice. IT services
companies around the world are helping their
clients go digital, end to end. Well-architected
and orchestrated process is the backbone of that
strategy in the networked world. Much of the
competition in the business world will centre on
gaining and maintaining an edge over process and
process efficiency in this world.
 Reduce barriers through dynamic
access of information
In a networked ecosystem, it is possible to
prepare strategies that can mitigate barriers.
Information flow is continuous and updated.
This will help eliminate the risk of physical and
visual isolation in the network. Once that is
addressed, it sets up for a common playing field
for corporations across the globe. Barriers due to
government regulation, business rules prevailing
in various geographies, customer pain points, etc,
are easier to address in a networked world.
The networked world creates new
opportunities for organisations and professionals
in the developing world. It eliminates barriers
that have traditionally stifled flows of information
and goods to and from developing nations. In
doing so, it promotes improved efficiency in
almost all business functions. Businesses can find
new market opportunities and more efficient

ways to run their operations. Governments
can more effectively provide public services.
Individuals can communicate with friends
and family and become more informed about
virtually anything that is on the network.
Participation in the networked world can
provide new ways for developing countries to
improve their economic, social, and political
well-being. These opportunities for positive
change are increasingly relevant and achievable
as information and communication technologies
become more powerful and less expensive.
Leaders shape organisations, imbibe it, and
then slide into networked ecosystems. The big
starting point is about imagining the possibilities
and then putting together a strategic plan and
operating framework that connect ideas with
people and resources. Good leaders decipher
the labyrinths of business complexities to bring
the networked world into the organisation as
they make their organisation part of it. It is about
breaking conventional practice and adopting
next practices.
Leaders who believe in collaborative and
collective growth succeed in a networked world.
Collaboration and structured modular approach
to business become the cornerstone of strategy.
This can create far greater impact and scale than
individual leaders or organisations can manage
on their own. Finally, networked leaders accept
that being connected and collaborative exposes
the organisation to vulnerability and complexities
of a different kind. Control will be hard to
retain due to many moving parts in the business
process. Living with uncertainty becomes the
new, yet acceptable norm. What it allows for
is the creation of more alpha leaders in the
organisation. Managing them will be a task, but
nothing comes easy!
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Keep the threads
strong
Networks need to exist because there would definitely arise times when we have to be driven by
common objectives, intentions, and aspirations.
Morgen Witzel, University of Exeter Business School
22
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drawbridges pulled up, so that no one else
may enter.
Fifteen years later, the neo-liberal consensus has
broken down and this polarisation of views about
how the world might look—or should look—is
stronger than ever. Each of these worldviews
has its strong proponents, and each regards the
opposite view as a dystopian nightmare. The
international controversy over the role of Chinese
tech firm Huawei in the building of 5G telephone
networks is an example. To some governments
and organisations, Huawei is an essential partner;
others see Huawei as a danger and a security risk.
This example shows starkly how attitudes to
networks differ. Some believe networks should be
open and shared by all; others believe they should
be restricted, dominated, and controlled. The issue
that confronts us, then, is not whether we will
have networks, but what kind of networks we will
have and who, if anyone, will own them.

I

n 2005, Paul Laudicina (now chairman
emeritus of management consultants
A.T. Kearney) presented us with
contrasting visions of the future.
Writing in his book World Out of
Balance, Laudicina described one future
in which the world is a networked
whole, with borders and boundaries being
gradually replaced by a system in which we
all move freely and companies collaborate on
projects around the globe; and another in which
barriers are raised, networks are broken, and
borders are strengthened, turning countries
and organisations into fortresses with their

The omnipresence of networks
Networks are a part of society, and always have
been. In China, Confucian and Daoist theorists
alike argued that society was built on networks,
although they too saw networks in quite different
lights: Confucians argued that they should be
guided and controlled by wise men, while Daoists
believed it was best to allow them to evolve
spontaneously. In the West, some pre-Socratic
theorists like Heraclitus believed that the universe
itself was linked by cosmic chains of matter that
constantly dissolved and reformed, and in The
Republic, Plato showed how civilisation is created
by networks of people sharing common interests.
Later, Egyptian philosopher Muhammad Abduh
likened human society to the networks created by
animals such as ants and bees.
Business has always made use of networks,
particularly in the days before the rise of the very
large global corporation. For example, in his
book Rome and the Distant East, historian Raoul
McLaughlin showed how Roman traders used
networks of other traders and intermediaries to
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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Looking at the problems
confronting the world today, it
seems impossible to imagine
how they can ever be met
unless we rely on the power
of networks.

Networks today
Today, even those very large corporations like
Huawei, Tata, IBM, and Apple continue to rely
on networks because from a business point of
view, networks make sense. Networks provide
three powerful benefits that pretty much every
business needs.

the Bluetooth wireless technology system, the
original idea for which was developed by the
Swedish firm Ericsson. Lacking the technology
needed to make the idea practical, Ericsson
joined forces with IBM, and later Intel, Nokia,
and Toshiba came on board. Today, the Bluetooth
Special Interest group is a network with more
than 30,000 companies as members.
Looking at the problems confronting the
world today, it seems impossible to imagine
how they can ever be met unless we rely on
the power of networks. Let us take climate
change as an example. The technology to solve
the problems of climate change already largely
exists; the problem lies in how and where to
deploy it (eg, how to create an infrastructure to
support electric or hydrogen-powered cars, or
to develop ammonia as a cheap non-polluting
fuel source). The challenges of doing so are
huge, and they will not be solved by one
agency alone. Companies, NGOs, research
bodies, and governments will all need to
pull together and work freely and without
restriction. As an aside, it is interesting to see
that those governments and organisations which
most strongly favour control and restriction of
networks are also those that are most sceptical
about climate change.

Networks pull talent together
No business, not even one as big and stuffed
full of clever people as IBM, can ever recruit all
the talent it needs, all the time. Specialist skills
and expertise have to be brought in. Any wellrun business will have a network of external
experts—consultants, lawyers, accountants,
auditors, service providers—whom it calls on at
moments of need.
But networks are also important for large and
complex projects, which a single organisation
simply cannot manage alone. The development
of 5G phone networks, referred to above, is
one example of this. Perhaps a more famous
one is the design and bringing to market of

Networks increase reach
All businesses need to grow, and networks
are one way of enabling them to do so, often
at a lower cost than direct expansion. This is
particularly true when it comes to expanding
overseas. International growth is risky and
expensive, but setting up networks to enable
expansion is a way of getting around the
problem. The most common form of network
is some form of business partnering, such as
joint ventures; but increasingly, businesses are
turning to other options such as special interest
groups—as in the case of Bluetooth—or limited
life consortia where a group of businesses will
come together to work on a particular project,

forge trading relationships
as far away as China
and India.
In the European Middle
Ages, networks were
the preferred method of
expansion for businesses
like Medici Bank. A
diversified business with
investments in mining, manufacturing, and
trade as well as finance, the Medici banks used
networks—sometimes familial, sometimes built
on shared interests—to expand out of Italy
and across Europe. At the height of its power
in the fifteenth century, Medici had agency
relationships as far apart as Iceland and China.
So too did the Hanseatic League, an association
of traders and merchants from cities around the
Baltic Sea such as Lübeck, Bremen, and Danzig
(today Gdansk).
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The world needs these kinds of networks,
now more than ever. Climate change is a global
problem, but it has many local manifestations.
The same is true of other pressing issues, like
economic and social inequality, where local
agencies often lack the ability to solve problems
effectively on the ground. Drawing on networks
enables them to harness resources and skills
from all over the world. The response to the
Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami in 2004
is a good example of this. Governments, such
as that of Indonesia in particular, which suffered
a huge loss of life and massive damage to
infrastructure, struggled to respond. They were
hugely aided by organisations like the consulting
firm McKinsey, which pulled together project
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disbanding again when that project is done.
These kinds of network also have a long
history. In China, throughout the imperial
period and right up to the Second World War,
the banking system was run not by a few large
banks but by networks of smaller bankers
working together. The Ningbo Banking Guild,
based in the small city of Ningbo not far from
Shanghai, is an example. In India too, bankers
collaborated in order to increase their reach; for
example, the Chands of Bengal often worked
with the Chettiars of southern India. In Europe,
the Medici Bank was not a single organisation,
but an interlocking system of limited-life
partnerships, often designed to last for no more
than two or three years.
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management resources
from all over its own
network and flew teams in
to aid the government.

Networks spread risk
One reason why businesses
in the European Middle
Ages used networks was
to spread risk. These
businesses operated at very high levels of risk,
far higher than most companies would—or
could—tolerate today. A fifteenth-century
merchant of Venice, Marino Sanuto, wrote in
his diary that he calculated profit and loss on the
basis that if he sent out five ships on a trading
venture and four of them were lost at sea, the
sale of the cargo of the fifth ship would mean he
still broke even.
To reduce the risk, merchants formed
networks to co-invest in ventures. Some of
these, as was the case in Venice and in Ningbo,
were formal associations or guilds. In other
cases, such as the fourteenth-century Italian
merchant Francesco Datini, business people
used their networks to form partnerships for
specific ventures. If one element of the network
suffered losses, then those could be subsidised
by the more profitable parts, and the venture
would reach a satisfactory conclusion.
It follows that if we cut off or disrupt
networks, we increase the level of risk. Being
a resident of Britain, I am following the Brexit
process with interest, and one thing that strikes
me is the apparent willingness of the British
government to sever so many networks, not
just economic and political but scientific and
research-based as well. Brexit, we have learned,
means exiting organisations like Euratom,
the European nuclear energy agency—which
among other things supplies radioactive isotopes
for nuclear medicine, important for imaging
technologies and also many forms of treatment,
including oncology—and the Erasmus research
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Total globalisation and
homogenisation are neither
possible nor desirable, but
nor is total isolation. The
problem we face now is
finding a balance that works
for all of us.

funding programme, which has benefited
millions of students and researchers. Can
Britain manage all these activities alone, without
the benefit of international networks? Perhaps it
can, but the costs and risks will increase and the
effectiveness of the country’s own scientific and
research programmes could be compromised.
Islands or archipelagos
“No man [or woman] is an island, entire of
itself,” wrote the English poet John Donne,
adding that we are “all a piece of the continent,
a part of the main.” The problem we face today
is that not everyone wants to be part of the
continent, and indeed many are convinced that
their own problems would go away if they could
go back to being an island, an isolated fortress
with the drawbridge raised.
Total globalisation and homogenisation are
neither possible nor desirable, but nor is total
isolation. The problem we face now is finding a
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balance that works for all of us, or at least most
of us, and allows us to cherish the individual and
national freedoms we value while at the same
time allowing us to work together to solve the
great problems we all have in common.
Of course, not everyone recognises that those
problems exist. Not everyone thinks inequality
is a bad thing, just as not everyone believes in
climate change and global warming. But for
the vast majority of us who do believe that
climate change and inequality are important,
networks offer a way forward. We need to start
by recognising two similar-looking words:
‘independence’ and ‘inter-dependence’.
Although these two words have different
meanings, as concepts they are not opposites.
As corporations, as institutions, as nations, as

people, we are all independent, but—as Plato
and Laozi and Confucius pointed out millennia
ago—we also depend on each other.
Instead of islands we need archipelagos, chains
of islands connecting the currents of wind
and sea; institutions and nations connected by
networks that help them work together when
they need to. As we saw in the examples above,
these networks do not have to be strongly
binding, nor do they need to last forever. But
they do need to exist, so as to give us that
facility to come together at need. Cutting
ourselves off from networks or disabling them
altogether is foolish and destructive. To quote
an old African proverb, ‘Alone, we are a drop of
water; together, we are a river.’
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Stealing the show
Taking it from the dust and grime of mandis to air-conditioned retail stores with dozens of branded
options at fixed prices—that is what Tata Steel achieved while becoming the first company in India to
de-commoditise steel and convert it into a retail brand accessible to people across the country.
This customer-centric transformation of the company was game-changing.

I

n the pre-liberalisation era, India’s
steel industry was highly regulated.
Due to heavy import duties, there
was no competition in local markets.
Licence Raj ensured that companies
like TISCO (now Tata Steel) could not
expand their production. As a result,
demand was always more than supply,
and steel would be rationed based on
government directives on price and quantity.
With no options for scaling up, Tata Steel
ensured that it operated 100 per cent, and
ensured efficient production through optimal
utilisation of available infrastructure.
The typical scene in the marketing offices
of steel companies in those years was of
customers requesting prior appointments with
sales managers, which would be given after a
month. When the customer would come to
the office after a month and say, “Saab se milna
hai” (I want to meet the boss), the secretary’s
response would be: “Saab golf khelne gaye hai”

(Sir has gone to play golf)! The situation was
no different in Tata Steel’s marketing office in
Kolkata. Reminiscing about those days, Fusion
Engineering’s Gautam Mukherjee had said, “In
1989, we ran at 20 per cent capacity and had to
almost close down because there was no steel
available. I was called a beggar in the marketing
department of TISCO.” 1
By the mid-1990s, the steel industry got
decontrolled, and new players entered the
Indian market. Steel no longer remained a
sellers’ market. Prices moved from cost-based
to market-based, and devising strategies for
ensuring sustained profitability amid competition
became the need of the hour. Tata Steel realised
the imperative of better understanding its
customers and their needs, and embarked on
re-engineering its marketing and sales approach
to remain competitive and ahead of the pack.
The first change it brought was product
related—a transition in its product mix from
low-margin, high-volume products like semiINDIAN MANAGEMENT
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of sales. The remaining 20 per cent consisted of
over 6,000 customers that included wholesalers,
traders, and small-ticket customers.2 This
segment of customers was highly disorganised
and fragmented. It also included customers
at the base of the pyramid, to which Ratan
Tata was consistently drawing the group’s
attention. Although their individual per capita
consumption was low, there was a huge market
that could be tapped. The company now needed
to move from being product-ready to becoming
market-ready. It identified a phenomenal
opportunity in this untapped retail market
by creating significant differentiation in
its products and services, redesigning its
distribution network, and providing superior
value to end-customers.
An unprecedented loss in the third quarter
of 1999 to 2000 shook the company and its
top leadership and accentuated the need for
change. The turn of the millennium became
an inflexion point in its commitment to
improve its performance on both fronts—
intra-organisational efficiency and customercentricity. The former was achieved by becoming
EVA positive. For the latter, it enhanced its
journey from being product-driven to becoming

Image courtesy Tata Steel

finished steel to high-value, flat products
that were used in automobiles and consumer
durables. (Between 1992 and 2000, the quantum
of semi-finished steel in its product mix came
down from 54 per cent to 3 per cent, and that of
high-value flat products increased from 40 per
cent to 65 per cent.)
The second change was customer related.
It introduced greater speed in its response to
customer requirements for quotations and
flexibility by introducing credit sales. Price
quotations and delivery schedules were provided
within 24 to 48 hours of enquiry by any
customer. Earlier, it would take a month even
to provide a quotation. From purely cash-based
sales, credit sales became a reality in the new
situation. Mukherjee was no longer called a
beggar at TISCO. He had a new title. He was
among the 100 ‘key customers’ identified by the
company for ‘relationship management’.
“In our marketing initiatives, we started
talking about key customers, and percentage of
sales from them,” recalled Anand Sen, president
of steel business at Tata Steel, who was then
assistant general manager of marketing and sales.
Intra-company analysis indicated that nearly
200 key customers accounted for 80 per cent
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Tata Steel realised the
imperative of better
understanding its
customers and their
needs, and embarked
on re-engineering its
marketing and sales
approach to remain
competitive and ahead
of the pack.

market-driven. Tata Steel already
had an excellent reputation for its
products’ core functional quality.
It was the market leader in eight
of its nine product categories.
“Meeting customer needs is just
not enough; meeting changing
customer demand, shrinking or
expanding supply according to his
output is important,” observed
Firdose Vandrevala, the then
vice president of marketing and
sales. Arthur D Little, leading
consultants, assisted the company
in its marketing efforts. The recommended
approach was to de-commoditise steel and make
it a branded product which was sold based on
relationships rather than just price.3
A soap-like distribution network for steel
To achieve this end, Tata Steel embarked on
an exercise called Retail Value Management
(RVM) in 2000, with the help of McKinsey.
It also initiated a strategy of retaining its key
industrial customers through a programme
called Customer Value Management (CVM),
which aimed at migrating its large and promising
customers, especially original equipment
manufacturers (OEM), from transaction selling
to a collaborative mode of consultative selling
and eventually to strategic partnerships that
created mutual value by enhancing value chain
competitiveness.4 The CVM approach was
highly successful, and much appreciated even
in academic circles for its potential across B2B
companies. Given the promise of the automobile
and construction sectors, it focused on 25
promising clients from the 1,500 business
customers it had.5 While CVM targeted highmargin, high-value B2B markets, RVM focused
on low-value, high-volume B2C markets.
Given its sheer scale of targeting 19,000 villages
across India, Tata Steel’s B2C journey was a
fascinating one.

RVM consisted of two key steps—mapping the
market and modernising retail channel partners.
Over a year, the company studied most of its
retail market, district by district, exploring the
number of shops, buying patterns, and buying
behaviour. It was already enjoying a premium of
25 to 30 per cent over the next best competitor
in existing products like agricultural implements
and hand tools, its oldest retail product category
since the 1930s. In rural markets, farmers would
tell traders, “Mujhe Tata ka maal chahiye” (I want
Tata products). “Agrico, Tata Steel’s brand was
very powerful, particularly in rural areas. The
challenge before us was to reach the entire retail
market, especially when steel is a very bulky
material,” said Sen. By 2001, they embarked on
a three-phase development process and launched
a ‘Distribution Dream Plan’ with the target of
touching at least 10 lakh retail customers. “We
wanted to be present in any village which had
more than 5,000 people. Our material would
be available within five kilometres of where
it is required,” recalled Sen. As per the 2001
Census, there were nearly 19,000 villages
across India that had a population of 5,000 and
more, accounting for nearly 16 crore people.
This massive, pan-India presence had to be
complemented with buyer awareness. While
everyone knew where soaps and shampoos
are available, the awareness of buying steel
products was rather limited. Hence, customer
engagement and channel modification emerged
as two focus areas.
To gain direct access to prospective customers,
and understand their requirements first hand,
the company participated in village fairs and
haats. Through focus group discussions, a lot
of ideas were generated at the grassroots level.
The company also conducted masons’ meet,
plumbers’ meet, and structural engineers’
meet in urban areas to understand their pain
points and gain feedback that could be used
in product design and channel design. The
‘customer week’ at Jamshedpur was used as
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Tata Steel’s dedicated
customer account
managers were
responsible for engaging
with channel partners
across different territories.

an opportunity to invite
customers to visit the plant
and engage with them for ideas
and issues. The top leadership,
including Dr Jamshed Irani and
Muthuraman (CEOs of Tata
Steel), participated in these
interactions with customers
and addressed complaints.6
The second focus area was redesigning its
distribution channel and modernising channel
partners. Till then, traders sold Tata Steel
products in the mandi and had no regard for
end-customers. As part of its new strategy, the
rules of appointment were changed. Instead
of a trader, it appointed a distributor with
exclusive territory. The distributors were
selected through a three-step process. Step one
involved qualifying criteria on the interested
entrepreneur’s investment capabilities and
market reputation. Step two involved a screening
of applications based on criteria such as market
knowledge, past performance, and experience
in business. Step three was final selection based
on an interview by a panel of senior Tata Steel
managers. This indicated the rigour the company
adopted in selecting those channel partners
who would be their representatives in the
larger market.
Tata Steel assured these distributors of good
business and returns. However, it demanded
discipline and grassroots connect from them.
The distributors were initially sceptical of the
company’s assurance as the steel market was
cyclical in nature. They thought that one bad
phase would reveal Tata Steel’s commitment or
the lack of it. That happened in 2003-04, when
international steel prices increased massively
in response to expanding demand and soaring
input costs.7 Domestic prices were much lower.
Most Indian steel companies were exporting
their products to make the most of the higher
international prices. Tata Steel did not. It
stuck to its commitment to its distributors and
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gave them priority by supplying products at
pre-fixed prices.
As part of its RVM focus, Tata Steel started
appointing 500 to 1,000 new retailers (aka
dealers) every year. Within a distributor’s
territory, there would be 60 to 200 retailers.
While dealerships were given by the company,
the distributors were their contact points.
The company would supply products to its
distributors, who in turn would make them
available to retailers within their territory. The
retailers were the last-mile connect with endconsumers. The company followed a hub and
spoke model, Jamshedpur being the big hub with
four regional hubs. For example, Nagpur was
the regional hub for the west with spokes such
as Ahmedabad and Pune, which were stockyards
fed on demand. From these places, the
distributor lifted products. At the spoke level,
for example, the local Gujarat distributor of Tata
Steel was an exclusive distributor and picked up
his requirements based on his retailers’ needs.
Each distributor handled a specified territory
and 60 to 200 retailers. The retailers were
located in the market and sold the products to
the final consumer.
Tata Steel’s dedicated customer account
managers (CAMs) were responsible for
engaging with channel partners across different
territories. “When our CAMs started visiting
retailers, they were surprised. They had never
seen anybody from Tata Steel. The distributor
was the face of the company. Suddenly, they
found Tata Steel asking for feedback. That is
when we started getting a very strong band
of retailers, some of whom would stock only
Tata Steel products,” recalls Sen. To ensure that
its products reached end-consumers in the
most convenient manner, Tata Steel studied
leading FMCG companies like P&G, Hindustan
Unilever, and Asian Paints, who were highly
successful in channel management strategies
for B2C products. These companies operated
retail channels with different levels, and material

Case
study
With four years of effort,
a replenishment-based
model that was backed by
a robust MIS was initiated
to reduce inventory
requirements at the
retailers’ end.

passed through different hands.
By adopting their strategies,
Tata Steel transformed the way
the retail steel business was
done in India. Its focus on B2C
made it a pioneer in RVM.
There were nine levers of
RVM—company, distributor,
retailer, consumer, opinion
leader, value influencer, direct
marketing, mass media, and word of mouth—
that covered the interests of each stakeholder.
The pricing and servicing across the value chain
was managed by Tata Steel. It used to keep daily
track of sales at the retail level. Initially, it was a
manual system. The retailer used to fax his sales
for the day by evening. Tata Steel’s head office
would collate all data across 1,000 outlets every
evening and analyse demand and requirements
at the micro level. Based on sales, products were
transported to the distributors’ warehouse.
With four years of effort, a replenishment-based
model that was backed by a robust MIS was
initiated to reduce inventory requirements at the
retailers’ end. Earlier, retailers had to keep two
months of inventory. With the new model, the
company supplied them products once a week.
As a result, retailers had to carry just two weeks
of inventory instead of two months, leading to a
three-fourth reduction in their working capital
requirements. For small retailers, it meant a
huge unlocking of liquid funds. The excess retail
stock was passed on to the distributors, who in
turn passed it on to the company.
By 2005, the entire process ran on SAP, and
distributors’ and retailers’ transactions were
automated and seamlessly connected with Tata
Steel’s systems. The company also became one
of the first to adopt the Theory of Constraints.
(Popularly known as Goldratt’s Theory of
Constraints, it is a methodology for identifying
the most important limiting factor (constraint)
that stands in the way of achieving a goal, and
then systematically improving that constraint

until it is no longer the limiting factor.)
Accordingly, the entire supply chain worked
on actual consumption in the marketplace,
and inventory kept moving to meet demand.
With this replenishment-based pull production
system, steel mills of Tata Steel rolled as per
requirement, unlike earlier when production
targets were set, and products manufactured in
batches were sent to distributors for sales. This
was a standard approach of a capital-intensive
industry like steel, which used batch production
systems to save set-up costs and time. The
products thus produced in batches were pushed
to the supply chain to meet customer demands.
The biggest drawback of this system was that
it was supply-driven and not demand-driven.
Consequently, there were periods of uncertainty
leading to unreliability of supplies.
Under the new system, over 90 per cent
of retailers lived on a week’s stock with full
availability of all Tata Steel products. The
competition struggled with a disorganised
retail market. SAIL and Essar Steel, two key
competitors, had no authorised selling agents,
had little control over traders, and had no
experience of providing technical support to
channel members and customers. In contrast,
Tata Steel developed dedicated distributors
and motivated retailers to cultivate enduring
relationships with customers across target
markets. This gave the company a sustainable
competitive advantage. With this arrangement
in place, Tata Steel was now ready to directly
approach the consumer. But there was an
intermediate step, which was another first in the
steel industry—branding steel products.
The first company in the world
to sell branded steel
It was during the tenure of B Muthuraman as
managing director, and due to his marketing
genius that Tata Steel gave a lot of thrust to the
retail market and became the first company in
the world to sell branded steel products. While
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To ensure that customers
get a genuine product, Tata
Steel embossed ‘Tiscon’ on
its products in a way that
was impossible to copy.
Same was done with other
brands. It became the
first company in the world
to innovate watermark
branding on cold rolled
steel.

launching ‘Tata Steelium’,
the world’s first branded cold
rolled steel in Goa on February
27, 2003, Muthuraman
observed, “Branding will give
rise to a customised product in
terms of value, performance,
and pricing that will meet
our customers’ needs better.
Branding will go a long way
in meeting the challenge
of gaining a sustainable
competitive edge.”8 In a
nationwide study conducted
by ORG-MARG in 2005,
all brands of Tata Steel-Shaktee, Tiscon and
Steelium emerged as leaders, with the highest
brand equity in their respective categories.9
Shaktee was launched in February 2000; these
were galvanised, corrugated sheets for roofing
applications in rural markets. In 2007, it won
the Best Long-Term Rural Marketing Initiatives
Award from the Rural Marketing Association of
India. Tiscon was launched in December 2000;
these were reinforcing steel bars (aka rebars)
used for construction purposes. It was selected
as a ‘Super Brand’ in 2009. Steelium was
launched in February 2003; this brand was sold
through exclusive Steelium Zone retail shops
and was targeted at small consumers for general
engineering requirements.
This brand recognition was not without a
reason. In an industry with a cost-optimisation
focus, Tata Steel committed itself to invest
financially towards brand-building. About
one per cent of the total revenue from sales
of branded products was spent on branding
initiatives. A product promotion budget for
each brand was allocated in the annual business
planning process. Besides the investment, the
foundational reason for Tata Steel’s success with
its brands was the reputation it enjoyed across
India. This was visible when both the financial
community and public rated Tata Steel as the
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No. 1 company with impeccable reputation in
the ‘TNS India Corporate Reputation Study
2005’. Only among business managers did
Infosys beat Tata Steel by a margin of a single
point.10 Several competitors followed suit and
introduced their own retail brands like Jindal
Tiger and SAIL Jyoti.
However, grassroots experiences revealed
that it was not enough to build brands, but to
ensure that they were not misused. Here is an
example. In a 5,000 to 10,000 people village, a
retailer was a respected person. Anybody who
wanted to buy some form of steel would ask
him. He would typically say, “Yeh wala badhiya
hai” (This one is good). Once that retailer
approved the quality, villagers would just go for
that ‘badhiya’ product. The company realised that
many retailers were selling products made by
any company as Tatas’ Tiscon. This amounted to
cheating naive rural customers. To ensure that
they get a genuine product, Tata Steel embossed
‘Tiscon’ on its products in a way that was
impossible to copy. Same was done with other
brands. It became the first company in
the world to innovate watermark branding
on cold rolled steel. In 2004, the Tata Agrico
hologram was declared as the best by the
London-based International Hologram
Manufacturers Association.
The other area where consumers were being
deceived was product thickness. Nobody would
measure whether a product was 0.63 or 0.5
mm, and that is where retailers were taking
advantage. Tata Steel started marking dimensions
on all its products and designed a simple tool
with which retailers could show actual coating
thickness. It also mandated its dealers to have
electronic weighing machines where customers
could see the weight of the product they
were buying.
Fair pricing was another key area. For long
years, the steel industry followed ‘aaj ka bhav’
(today’s price). After buying steel from the
mandi, each distributor would charge his
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own rate for that day. Tata Steel changed and
introduced recommended consumer price
(RCP) for its products across all Tata dealers. The
RCP rates were stable for a quarter and were
displayed in stores for greater transparency. The
customers benefitted from this price stability.
In fact, there were times when the company
even took a beating to ensure fair prices for
consumers. Kulvin Suri, chief of corporate
communications at Tata Steel, recollects the
time when the Australian mines were flooded
in 2007-08. In July 2005, Tata Steel had signed
agreements to buy a 5 per cent interest in the
Carborough Downs Coal Project located in
Queensland. Raw material for steelmaking
sourced from Australia did not come in, thereby
impacting production. The ensuing shortage led
to skyrocketing of steel prices to R7,000 a ton.
At that time, Muthuraman decided to roll back
prices by R2,000 a ton in customers’ interest.
Over time, Tatas’ retail stores not only
became customer-friendly, but also experience
centres. By December 2005, the company

launched ‘steeljunction’, India’s first organised
steel retail store. A mid-size, specialty store,
steeljunction provided a comprehensive range
of steel products, superior shopping experience,
warm ambience, and pleasant sales personnel.
Besides Tata Steel brands, it showcased products
from other steel makers, including Parryware,
Magpie, Ess Ess, Art-d-inox, Taparia Tools,
Godrej, GKW, Neelam, Faber, Franke, ST
Unicom, and Glen, among others. This format
allowed families to step in, and involved more
homemakers in the process of buying steel
products—both construction and maintenance
products (construction re-bars, pipes, bath
fittings, hand-tools, hardware, wire products,
galvanised corrugated roofing sheets, etc) and
home aesthetic products (stylised furniture,
kitchenware, crockery, cutlery, lifestyle
products, stainless steel jewellery, lamps, gift
items, wrought iron products, and more).11
Steel was no longer restricted to unglamorous
kitchens and washrooms; it had become a trendy
product that could make a lifestyle statement.12
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As if resonating with the
company’s prudence
in proactively targeting
retail customers, Tata
Steel’s sales from branded
products increased from 9
to 50 per cent of total sales
of over R50,000 crore over
a 15-year period.

With steeljunction, Tata Steel
raised the bar of delighting
retail customers. Not
surprisingly, it swept all the
gold awards for the retail
category by the Advertising
Club of India in 2006.
From 2008, it started
providing integrated solutions.
At 500 of its exclusive retail
stores, the company provided
not just the product, but
also the service of installing it as per customer
specifications.13 For example, it not only sold
steel for making a shed, but also built the shed
for the consumer, who was spared the time
and effort of engaging different agencies. Over
time, it introduced completely customisable
modular wardrobes, an extensive range of
smart and stylish furniture, the Pravesh brand
of steel doors and windows, portable cabins,
and smart sanitation units for addressing urban
sanitation requirements. Blending the elegant
looks of wood and the inherent strength of steel,
Pravesh doors were waterproof and termiteproof. They emerged as a relevant innovation
for rural areas but were also used in Bombay
House (Tata Group headquarters) for its utility,
durability, and visual appeal. Tata Steel’s retail
stores became one-stop shops providing end-toend customer service. It empowered consumers
to expect a superior retailing experience while
shopping for steel.

Mentoring the supply chain to espouse
quality and customer-centricity
It was Khalil Gibran who said, “To go forward
is to move towards perfection. March on, and
fear not the thorns or the sharp stones on life’s
path.” This message is aptly applicable to Tata
Steel’s journey. The middlemen who had earned
crores by manipulating the system and deceiving
retail customers made Tata Steel’s endeavour
of a customer-centric retail business loaded
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with challenges. Prior to Tata Steel’s redesigned
distribution network, its steel was bought in
bulk by traders, who sold it to the highest bidder
through auctions in mandis at Mumbai and
Kolkata. Retailers would travel to these mandis,
buy their requirement and return to their
geographies to sell the product at inconstant
prices. The whole market played on uncertainty
and shortage. Sadly, consumers’ interests were
nowhere in the picture.
When Tata Steel introduced its customerfirst approach, it met with a lot of resistance as
most middlemen made money by hoodwinking
consumers on price, quality, and quantity. It
also upset competitors who compromised on
subtle aspects of product quality. Those traders
who were in business for 60 to 70 years and
were making a crore a month through dubious
means could now earn only a few lakhs. Sen
reminisced about how many of them threatened
Tata’s officers. Some wrote to Ratan Tata seeking
redressal. Others filed cases against the company.
Yet, the company stood its ground. It received
full support from the top leadership. To ensure
rapprochement, Tata Steel counselled its dealers
and distributors on the long-term benefits of
customer-centric ethical practices. “If you play
by these rules, we will mentor you, and even
work with you to recruit people. But you have to
recruit people who must engage with customers.
You need to organise a fully transparent system.”
The company’s goal was to give each customer a
sense of dealing with a professional organisation
with the Tata brand by having competent
and concerned intermediary employees and
installing effective systems of dealing with
customers. It stood by this commitment
and invested over 10,000 hours in training,
development, and customer sensitisation of the
channel partners.
Eventually, distributors developed teams of 20
to 30 account managers and proactively engaged
with dealers and customers to provide a great
buying experience. The channel partners realised
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that branded products, transparent practices,
and defined prices led to higher footfalls in their
stores compared to peers. They were making
money not by selling more to one customer at a
different price, but by selling to more customers.
Between 2006 and 2010, the year-on-year
increase in sales to dealers rose from 4 to 40 per
cent, inventory requirements reduced by 75 per
cent, ROCE increased from 11 to 32 per cent,
and premium on Tata Steel products rose from
R4,000 to R6,150 per tonne.14
By 2017, Tata Steel products commanded a
premium of R10,000 per tonne as compared to
the next competitor brand. It was successful in
giving bigger and better business to its dealers
and distributors, while also convincing them of
doing business, the Tata way. As for customers,
the company believed that the relationships it
had built with them were not people dependent.
Instead, they were part of an institutionalised
process. “We want to, where possible, do more
than delight our customers; we want to surprise
them,” observes Debashish Choudhury, chief,
business excellence at Tata Steel.15
In hindsight, Tata Steel’s 15-year retail
journey could be classified into three phases.
The introductory period between 2002 and
2007 focused on creating brand identity and
establishing the channel. The growth period
between 2008 and 2012 focused on enhancing
capability and consumer experience. The
maturity period from 2013 focused on providing
customised solutions and redesigning several
offerings through innovation. In 2013-14, it
reorganised its marketing and sales organisation
that focused on two verticals—long and flat
products, to market segments—automotive
and special products, branded products, retail,
and solutions (BPRS), industrial products,
projects and exports, and downstream units.16
As if resonating with the company’s prudence
in proactively targeting retail customers, Tata
Steel’s sales from branded products increased
from 9 to 50 per cent of total sales of over

R50,000 crore over a 15-year period. Tata Steel’s
BPRS business helped it de-risk the inevitable
volatility of industrial cycles, especially in B2B
segments with an enhanced portfolio of valueadded products targeting B2C markets. By
2017, the company had 30 lakh retail customers
serviced through a pan-India sales distribution
network of 212 distributors and 12,600 dealers
and retailers.17 As much as 60 per cent of its
outbound logistics was covered by rail network,
and the remaining by roads. It became the first
company to have special freight train operations.
Another first in the Indian industry was that
100 per cent of its fleet was covered by vehicle
tracking systems, and its delivery compliance
continued to remain at 95 per cent and more.
Tata Steel has exceeded its own target of 10
lakh retail customers by three times in less than
a decade by creating win-win outcomes for
consumers, channel partners, and itself.
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Tribute
Krishan Kalra, author, Potpourri of Everyday Life

End of an era
“Act boldly; if we wait for the perfect answer, the world will pass us”—this
observation by JackWelch (1935-2020), who built GE into the world’s largest
industrial conglomerate and became known for his aggressive management style, is
perhaps the business thinking that best suits these uncertain times.

T

he recent passing away
of Jack Welch, legendary
chairman and CEO of
General Electric (GE) for
20 years, has expectedly
drawn tributes from
across the world. He has
many admirers, and is remembered as ‘Manager
of the 20th Century’ (as voted by Fortune in
1999), ‘Gold Standard of Greatness, the icon of
industrial imagination’, and so on. Besides US
President Donald Trump’s tweet, “There was
no corporate leader like Neutron Jack who will
never be forgotten” and others, the best accolade
perhaps has come from the present CEO of GE,
Lawrence Culp: “Jack was larger than life and the
heart of GE for half a century. He reshaped the
face of our company and the business world. He
was a strong and constant influence throughout

my career”. Rarely do those who succeed great
leaders speak in such glowing terms of their
predecessors, especially those who have left office
a long time ago.
Let me quote from news site Benzinga about
what happened at GE after Welch retired. “When
Jack Welch turned the keys of the General
Electric Co. over to Jeff Immelt in 2001, GE was
a well-run and greatly admired profit machine,
stocked with exceptional management talent
and innovative practices. Over the next 16 years,
while Immelt held the top job, he completely
demolished the house that Jack built.” Of course,
there are legions of critics too. Perhaps, the
harshest comment came from NYT columnist
James B Stewart, who wrote in 2017, “Hardly
anyone considers Mr. Welch a management
role model anymore, and the conglomerate
model he championed at GE—that with strict
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discipline, you could manage any business as long
as your market share was first or second—has
been discredited, at least in the US.” Patently
uncharitable, but a journalist could get away
with it primarily because the rules of the game as
well as ‘work culture’ have changed with neweconomy tech companies with astronomical
valuations. And, truly, Welch’s model—a strictly
disciplined workforce in conventional brickand-mortar set-up, that worked wonders for GE
during his stewardship, will not succeed in, say,
Apple or Microsoft or Google or Amazon!
‘Neutron Jack’
Welch was criticised even
when he was leading GE,
especially for slashing the
workforce, which earned
him the not-so-endearing
nickname, ‘Neutron Jack’.
In fact, Brad Woods, former
assistant chair, Department
of Electrical Engineering at
Wright State University posted
(in 2015) a nasty answer to the
question, “Is Jack Welch overrated?” “I am sure
others will have their own opinions, but I think
he was dangerously overrated; he actually almost
destroyed GE. If the government did not step
in to save it, then it would no longer be around
today. Welch did not earn the name ‘Neutron
Jack’ by happenstance. This name was bestowed
on him with good reason. Neutrons are highly
destructive and so was Jack”. He went on to add,
“Welch, when promoted from being head of GE
Plastics to CEO of GE in 1981, continued with
his bullying and belligerent attitude and it did
not take long for the upper management to take
notice, which was Welch’s goal!” Wonder what
prompted him to say that when everyone was
applauding Welch, and many considered Immelt
as the architect of GE’s downfall? Of course,
most of the second thoughts about him and his
management legacy have arisen in the last 5 to

No one can take away from
the fact that during Welch’s
tenure, the company’s
revenue jumped fivefold
from $26 billion to $130
billion, and market value
soared a mind-boggling
4000 per cent.
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10 years. Today, the ‘super star chief executive,
laser-focused on enriching shareholders’, is often
criticised as a symbol of corporate greed and
economic inequity.
Notwithstanding the criticism, no one can take
away from the fact that during his tenure, the
company’s revenue jumped fivefold from
$26 billion to $130 billion, and market value
soared a mind-boggling 4000 per cent, from
$12 billion to $500 billion. He became GE’s
youngest CEO at 45, in April 1981, and headed
it till September 2001; in 1999, GE became
the world’s biggest company by market value at
more than $500 billion, an astronomical figure
at the time! Business leaders extolled his ability
to boost profit and shareholder wealth with his
restless, result-driven approach.Yale University
Professor Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, who knew Welch
since 1980, once famously said, “His track
record over those 20 years as CEO is hard to
see excelled anywhere.” He ‘focused on strategic
issues and involved everyone and welcomed
great ideas from everywhere’. And, ‘he led by
example’; his four Es of leadership—Energy,
Energising (others), Edge and Execution—were
always in evidence throughout the organisation.
The ‘Welch Years’ combined invaluable
strategic insights and some terrific managerial
innovations. He was among the first to
foresee the rise of Asia, then led by Japan, a
manufacturing powerhouse; he also shed many
GE businesses that he deemed vulnerable, moving
on to new ones. Welch led the globalisation of
GE, expanding both sales and manufacturing
overseas. As banking and investment grew as
a share of the American economy, he made
GE far more dependent on finance, which
would of course haunt the company later but
was the right thing to do at that time. Welch
distilled his management philosophy into onesentence phrases like, “Control your destiny, or
someone else will”, “Be candid with everyone”,
“Bureaucrats must be ridiculed and removed”,
“Act boldly; if we wait for the perfect answer,
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Welch often visited the
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the world will pass us by”. His
role at GE, as he wrote in his
autobiography, was to create
“a company filled with selfconfident entrepreneurs who
would face reality every day.”

A new model
The Welch formula was a
clean break from the way
large corporations were run in
the ’70s, with huge cadres of
middle managers and unwieldy
planning departments. By
the early ’90s, with GE’s profits and stock
price rising sharply, GE offered a new model
for making big companies nimble and more
competitive. Slashing the workforce invited
a lot of ire, but Welch took that in his stride,
rewarding shareholders with ever-increasing
returns. “It was a different way of management
and people seemed to take to it,” said Joseph
Bower, Professor Emeritus at Harvard Business
School, who authored a widely taught case study
of Welch.
The GE chairman, who wanted to be known
as Jack by every employee, had many virtues.
One of his distinctive traits was that he devoted
60 to 70 per cent of his time to employees—
understanding their strengths and shortcomings,
poring over their ‘appraisals’, rewarding some,
penalising others… acting virtually as a ‘super
HR manager’. He liked challenging people; he
would debate with them—not only those who
reported to him directly but often those several
rungs lower too! He often visited the various
plants of GE, and many times sent hand-written
notes to junior employees around the globe.
Notes that would be cherished and treasured by
those who received them and would become
topics of peer discussion. His beliefs on personnel
were clear and strong. Some of his famous quotes
are: “What could possibly be more important
than who gets hired, developed, promoted or

moved-out-of-the door”. “No company, small
or large, can win over the long run without
energised employees who believe in the mission
and understand how to achieve it”. “My main
job was developing talent. I was a gardener
providing water and other nourishment to our
750 top people. Of course, I had to pull out some
weeds too”.
The ‘10% approach’
One of his favourite formulae—that he applied
through the years and what invited criticism—
was what he called the ‘10% approach’. He
would ask his unit heads to periodically assess
employees and divide them equally into 10
categories. Those in the top category were
rewarded handsomely with double/triple
promotions; even categories 2 and 3 were
rewarded and given positions with bigger
responsibilities; categories 4 and 5 were told they
had potential and were encouraged to try harder
and do better in the next assessment. Some of
them were also picked for being tried in alternate
positions. Those in category 10, at the bottom,
were shown the door without any discussion; 9
and 8 were issued strict warnings; 7 and 6 got
mild reprimands and, in some cases, transfers to
‘inconvenient or hardship locations.
Welch did have a brash management style
that involved ‘firing’ those he thought were
underperforming. And he faced strong criticism
from middle class and blue-collar workers for
shutting down entire business lines and focusing
only on successful ones. But he could successfully
transform an ailing GE into the world’s largest
industrial conglomerate.
With the passing away of Jack Welch, an era
has ended.
(The views expressed are personal.)
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